
Commission Killer: Review Examines New "Viral Cash Creators"  

Summary: HonestyFirstReviews.com releases a review of Commission Killer a new internet marketing  
software solution that promises to show those aspiring to earn money online a "plug and play" secret  
for earning commissions regardless of technical ability.  

"Commission Killer is the latest thing in point and click simple internet marketing software," reports 
HonestyFirstReviews.com's Tiffany Hendricks. "This new program has created a ton of buzz online, 
and we wanted to do a review for our website visitors, because the truth is, a lot of these kinds of 
automated marketing software programs just aren't all that effective in practice." 

Commission Killer uses automated software to plug in to what the program developers call "viral cash 
creators" thereby allowing users to earn commissions via affiliate programs without spending money 
on PPC ad campaigns, writing articles, or attempting to leverage social media traffic on sites like 
Facebook or Twitter. (To see a video demonstration of the Commission Killer software in action, 
click here.)

Hendricks explains the Commission Killer system's explosive overnight popularity:

"There's no question that 'super affiliates' are making some pretty ridiculous money online these days, 
and people just starting out can often feel like they are missing out on the one big secret to internet 
marketing success," says Hendricks. "The Commission Killer system claims to offer an autopilot 
solution, freeing users from tedious tasks like article marketing that every successful marketer knows 
haven't worked in years."

The question is whether Commission Killer can actually be used effectively by newbie internet 
marketers, who often give up before finding success online. While many skeptics have expressed the 
belief that automated internet marketing tools are useless, Hendricks offers her insight:

"Internet marketers in the know agree that automation is a key for scaling one's online enterprise, and 
I'd personally be lost without the various automated marketing solutions I use to run my business," says 
Hendricks. "While Commission Killer is impressive, revolutionary software, that will undoubtedly 
simplify a variety of tasks, the only way to know for sure if how much money you will make with it is 
to give it an honest try for yourself. Luckily, the creators of Commission Killer have included an 8 
week trial to allow users all the time they need to fully test out the system, making this an offer too 
good to pass up. "

Commission Killer is available online at a reduced launch price for a limited time. To purchase 
Commission Killer, or for more info, click here.

Tiffany Hendricks provides reviews of the best internet marketing courses, software and digital training 
programs via email on her website HonestyFirstReviews.com. For legal information please review our 
attached Earnings Disclaimer and FTC Disclosure statement. For an informational video about 
Commission Killer please visit the following web address: 
http://www.honestyfirstreviews.com/recommends/commission-killer-discount/
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